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AbstractThe bending of light near massive objects is not due to Newton’s gravitational field orEinstein’s curvature of space time, according to the theory being proposed in this paper.It is caused by the phenomenon of diffraction of light due to the huge size of the cosmicobjects. The size of the object is so huge that its surface curvature is so small as not toallow a light beam to escape. The light beam can easily diffract around the surface of theobject because the surface curvature is very small due to the its huge size. The black-hole effect requires two conditions: 1. Nearly spherical shape ( curved surface) of object2. The size of the object should be greater than some critical size. Therefore, theobserved bending of light beams by the sun (taken as an evidence to confirm thegeneral theory of relativity) is not due to the Newtonian gravitational field of the sun orEinstein’s space –time curvature. Light scattered from the huge size object (the black-hole) and light passing by it are all diffracted around the surface. The size of the black-hole object is so enormous that light cannot get sufficiently far from it to escape itsdiffraction effect ; this means that the black hole has significant effect even on light raysvery far away from it due to its cosmic size. Phenomena such as gravitational lensingcan equally be explained by the theory presented in this paper.



IntroductionThe two well accepted theories to explain the bending of light near massive objects suchas the sun are those based on Newtonian gravity and Einstein’s space curvature. In thispaper will be presented an alternative explanation. First arguments against the twoaccepted explanations will be presented briefly and then the alternative theory.DiscussionsNewton’s law states that there is a gravitational force of attraction between two objectswith masses. This force is given byF = G M m/r2 = ma a = G M /r2Newton’s law is one of the fundamental laws of nature. Its statement is clear thatgravitational attractive force always exists between two objects with masses.Can we use this law to explain the bending of light near massive objects?Since the ‘m’ term exists on both sides of the equation above, we get accelerationindependent of mass. But acceleration of what? It is acceleration of an object with mass,in its literal meaning. But can we extend this to say that light is bent by gravitation?Does it give sense to say that light has mass? Zero mass? The concept of mass energyemerged with the formulation of special theory of relativity; I have attempted toinvalidate in my other paper (viXra:1210.0182)   (http://vixra.org/abs/1210.0182)Einstein’s  postulate that the speed of light is constant for all observers by showing that it isconstant only relative to its source. If the proposals in that paper are correct, then mass andenergy are not equivalent , so it doesn’t give sense to talk about zero ‘rest mass’ of a photon. SoNewton’s law of gravitation applies only to particles, not to waves.Therefore an alternative explanation will be presented below.The bending (diffraction) of light around an object directly varies with size of the object .The bigger the size the more the bending. This is the phenomenon of diffraction. Thebigger the cosmic object the less the curvature of its surface so that light can easilydiffract around and even never be able to escape.Light can easily escape from the surface of objects of so small size that the curvature oftheir surface high, so that the light cannot diffract (follow the surface) aroundsufficiently, so it will escape easily. Figure 1 illustrates these ideas.





Fig.1
Black holes are objects with cosmic size.

Fig.2Green :  scattered light from surfaceRed: light beams passing by the black-hole object and bent backwards in curvature.In the figure ‘a’ is the size of the black-hole object, and ‘b’ is the size of the black-hole. Inthe figure above the relative size of the black-hole object and the black-hole isexaggerated.Black holes are objects of so huge size that no light can escape due to the very smallsurface curvature causing light to easily diffract around its surface. In the figure above,it is shown that not only light scattering from the surface is diffracted back, but also alllight rays passing near by the cosmic object will be bent in curvature around the object.The black-hole effect requires two conditions1. A spherical (curved surface) shape of the object2. The size of the object should be greater than some critical size
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Light beam that escaped diffraction



This means that1. An object with a completely flat surface will not create black-hole effect2. An object with curved surface (or spherical) below the critical size will notcreate black-hole effect
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Fig.3On my other paper,
"Modified Huygens’ Principle, diffraction and non-rectilinear (spiral) propagation ofelectromagnetic waves. Diffraction doesn’t depend on frequency but on radiationpattern. Only waves from a perfectly isotropic radiator travel in a straight path! "http://vixra.org/abs/1211.0010I have explained a theory of diffraction and propagation of light in more detail.According to the theory presented in that paper, the phenomenon of diffraction appliesnot only to light/EM waves encountering obstacles; it also explains why light scattering
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from the surface of the black-hole object will be diffracted back around the surface. Theexplanation is that light (or any electromagnetic wave) always bends towards the sidewith less light intensity. Figure 3 shows the light from a distance star scattered from theblack-hole object’s surface. We can see that no light wave can be scattered to lowerangle than beam ‘x’ and beam ‘y’, hence all the areas below the tangent line will be‘shadowed’ (if there were no diffraction) due to the curvature of the surface, i. e thesurface curvature becomes an obstacle. The hatched area shows this shadow. Therefore,as beams ‘x’ and ‘y’ diffract around the surface, towards the ‘shadowed’ space, ‘pulling’all the light beams scattered at higher angles with them. Additionally, for lights thatscatter back at nearly ninety degrees to the surface, according to the theory presentedin that paper, the light beam will be spread in spiral paths so that it will no more be atvertical with the surface to escape diffraction. We assume the sun and the stars arenearly isotropic radiators, but as the light beams scatter back from the surface of theblack-hole object, they become non-isotropic (according to Huygens’ principle, pointson the wave front are also sources), so that they will be spread into ‘spiral cones’, sothat they will no more be vertical to the surface and thus diffracting around the surface.Only light or electromagnetic wave from a perfectly isotropic radiator can travel instraight line. In free space, electromagnetic wave (light) from an isotropic radiatortravels in the most straight path; however, isotropic light will also be the most diffractedwhen there is an obstacle.For additional explanations read the whole paper.
ConclusionTo say that light is attracted by gravity doesn’t give sense. Any theory which cannot beintuitively understood is probably not a good theory. Intuition is the light we use tosearch for the mysteries of the universe. Mathematical manipulations should only comeafter intuition. The theory that light is attracted by gravity is not intuitive and it is only aresult of mathematical manipulation of Newton’s equations. The theory presented inthis paper is intuitive and is based on the well understood and established phenomenonof diffraction. The special and general theories of relativity are based on the constancyof the speed of light, which I have proposed to be relative (not absolute), in my otherpaper1.
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